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DATASETS 

 

Dataset S1. PDB IDs of 243 Training Proteins 

 

1cf7B 1ci4A 1cqkA 1d2sA 1dqtA 1dyoA 1e85A 1eaqA 1em8A 1eyhA 1f32A 1f35A 1g652 1h9dB 1hcxA 1idpA 

1ifrA 1jh6A 1jr8A 1kafA 1kmvA 1kptA 1l4dB 1lktA 1lwbA 1mg4A 1n08A 1nxhA 1nz0A 1od3A 1oh0A 1pinA 

1pm4A 1qc7A 1qmyA 1r77A 1r7lA 1r9fA 1r9wA 1rljA 1rocA 1rreA 1s7kA 1seiA 1sluA 1szhA 1tc5A 1ty4A 

1ufyA 1utyA 1uwfA 1v54E 1vjlA 1vmhA 1vqoN 1vziA 1w2wB 1w4sA 1wn2A 1wpuA 1x91A 1xfsA 1xkpC 

1xphA 1xqsC 1y96B 1yd9A 1ygtA 1ykuA 1z9lA 1zhvA 2a2kA 2anxA 2avuE 2bl2A 2bukA 2bzvA 2c5kT 2ccmA 

2cfxA 2ciuA 2co3A 2covD 2d0oB 2dkoA 2dokA 2erbA 2f01A 2f6mA 2f6mB 2f9zC 2fhzA 2fipA 2fjrA 2ftrA 

2g2sA 2ga1A 2gagD 2gd9A 2gpiA 2i6gA 2i9wA 2ia7A 2ielA 2ijlA 2il5A 2iqyA 2j1vA 2j97A 2jcqA 2jekA 2o1qA 

2o3bB 2o5aA 2o6fA 2od5A 2ofcA 2ogfA 2oixA 2opcA 2p9rA 2phpA 2pr7A 2pv2A 2pwwA 2q37A 2q3tA 2q7aA 

2qdlA 2qeuA 2qfeA 2qklA 2qq4A 2qsdA 2qudA 2rjiA 2rk3A 2sicI 2uvpA 2v33A 2v3sA 2v75A 2vgxA 2vh3A 

2vwaA 2vx8A 2yx8A 2yxyA 2z0bA 2z0rA 2zayA 2zbcA 3bb6A 3besL 3bpoA 3bpqB 3bwuF 3c1qA 3c5xC 3cgiA 

3cm1A 3crjA 3db3A 3di2A 3dkaA 3dmbA 3doeB 3dxoA 3ebtA 3ef8A 3eipA 3ejkA 3eytA 3f6cA 3feaA 3fh2A 

3fh3A 3pviA S0304 S0314 S0319 S0321_2 S0350 S0353 S0356_3 S0361 S0382 T0212 T0239 T0242 T0397_1 

T0405_1 T0443_1 T0443_2 T0465_1 T0476_1 T0482_1 T0496_1 T0510_3 T0513_2 T0531 T0544_1 T0544_2 

T0547_3 T0547_4 T0548 T0549 T0550_1 T0550_2 T0551 T0552 T0553 T0555 T0556 T0557 T0562 T0564 

T0565_1 T0569 T0571_2 T0572 T0574 T0576 T0579_1 T0579_2 T0581 T0602 T0604_1 T0606 T0608_1 T0612 

T0618 T0621 T0624 T0628_1 T0628_3 T0630 T0637 T0639 T0643 T0806 T0824 T0837 

 

Dataset S2. PDB IDs of 247 Test Proteins 

 

Hard targets (109) 

1a34A 1c8zA 1ckqA 1eaqB 1f47B 1fiuA 1jiwI 1ku1A 1kx9A 1p5uB 1pucA 1s0pA 1sdiA 1sr8A 1uujD 1y9iA 

1y9lA 1zkeD 2b9dA 2bz1A 2d68B 2db7A 2fmmE 2huhA 2inwA 2o4tA 2oy9A 2pv4A 2pyqA 2qf4A 2vnvB 2xhhA 

2xrhA 2xvsA 2yjlB 3a5pA 3bpjC 3eloA 3g20B 3gf6A 3ie4A 3ijwA 3jsrA 3kutA 3lgbB 3n5bB 3nikA 3nj2B 3njhD 

3nymA 3p9aA 3sviA 3teqB 3u43A 3utkA 3v0rA 3v68A 3x0tA 3zfuA 3zr8X 3zzpA 4acjA 4aupB 4d5rA 4eg9A 

4f98A 4g7xA 4gdzA 4h4nA 4hwxA 4iabA 4il7A 4l3uA 4lqzA 4mkoA 4ng0A 4npxA 4o7kA 4oe9A 4oelB 4peuA 

4qpoA 4rvqA 4tnnA 4uonA 4wlrB 4wt3A 4wyhA 4x33A 4xb4B 4xo1A 4yy2A 4zuyA 5a1qA 5aizA 5aotA 5b5eZ 

5c2uA 5cwpA 5ey0B 5ezuA 5i8jA 5jdkA 5jjeB 5kouB 5lusA 5ly8A 5sybA 5txuA 

 

Easy targets (138) 

1dhnA 1dugA 1fasA 1fk0A 1gv2A 1i8fF 1jztA 1kdkA 1kg5A 1l9lA 1mfwA 1n12A 1oh4A 1roaA 1tg0A 1vc4A 

1vjkA 1wadA 1wwcA 1xtmB 1xu1A 1yocB 1zeqX 1zuuA 2b6eD 2bayE 2bswA 2cjsA 2cz4A 2d7jA 2f60K 2nn5A 

2nsfA 2ofyA 2p39A 2pc1A 2ph0B 2plrA 2pttA 2qmlA 2qnlA 2rk5A 2rldC 2v4xA 2vvwA 2vywA 2w7qA 2wfoA 

2wtgA 2x5pA 2y8pA 2zozB 2zyzB 3aj4A 3apaA 3dd7A 3e8tA 3eo6A 3eoiA 3exnA 3fjsC 3g5tA 3h8uA 3hftA 

3iqtA 3kdfC 3ke7B 3kmjA 3kq0A 3linA 3m86A 3mpcA 3mqoB 3n9uC 3neuA 3no2A 3nojA 3oq2B 3p8bB 3qooA 

3qzbA 3ro3A 3sxyA 3t6rA 3urrA 3v1oA 3vp5A 3waqA 3wwpA 4ac1X 4bdxA 4cg3A 4doiA 4e40A 4e5rA 4eweA 

4fbjA 4gcoA 4hczA 4hu2A 4i5qA 4k12A 4kypC 4lafA 4lxqB 4mwzB 4nj8A 4o1rA 4o9gA 4oieA 4ovrA 4pp4A 

4ps6A 4q7qA 4qbsA 4r78A 4s36A 4wvrB 4xunA 4ybnA 4yfbG 4yfvA 5a5yA 5c50B 5cj3A 5d7oA 5ebgA 5einC 

5f67A 5fzsA 5ht7A 5k21B 5kehA 5lw6A 5t5iP 5tk6A 5tqjA 5u35A 

 

Classification of topologies in the test proteins 

i) Alpha-proteins: At least one alpha-helix is present, and no beta-strand is available. 

ii) Beta-proteins: Beta-strands are available, and no alpha-helix is present except 310-helix. 

iii) Alpha-beta proteins: Both alpha-helices and beta-strands are available. 
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Dataset S3. CASP IDs of 64 Targets from CASP13 

 

CASP13 targets (64) 

T0949-D1 T0953s1-D1 T0953s2-D1 T0953s2-D2 T0953s2-D3 T0954-D1 T0955-D1 T0957s1-D1 T0957s1-D2 

T0957s2-D1 T0958-D1 T0959-D1 T0960-D2 T0960-D3 T0963-D2 T0963-D3 T0964-D1 T0965-D1 T0966-D1 

T0968s1-D1 T0968s2-D1 T0969-D1 T0970-D1 T0975-D1 T0979-D1 T0980s1-D1 T0981-D1 T0981-D2 T0981-

D3 T0981-D4 T0981-D5 T0985-D1 T0986s1-D1 T0986s2-D1 T0987-D1 T0987-D2 T0989-D1 T0989-D2 T0990-

D1 T0990-D2 T0990-D3 T0991-D1 T0992-D1 T0997-D1 T0998-D1 T0999-D2 T1000-D2 T1001-D1 T1005-D1 

T1008-D1 T1009-D1 T1010-D1 T1011-D1 T1015s1-D1 T1015s2-D1 T1017s2-D1 T1019s1-D1 T1021s1-D1 

T1021s2-D1 T1021s3-D1 T1021s3-D2 T1022s1-D1 T1022s1-D2 T1022s2-D1 
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SUPPLEMENTARY TEXTS 
 

Text S1. Contact selection based on effective number of homologous sequences (Nf) and protein length 

According to the performance shown in Table S13 and S14, based on the training proteins (Dataset S1 in SI), 

the contact predictors are classified into four categories: i) NeBcon 1, ResPRE 2 and DeepPLM as “very high”, ii) 
DeepCov 3, Deepcontact 4 and DNCON2 5 as “high”, iii) MetaPSICOV2 6 as “medium, and iv) GREMLIN 7, 

CCMpred 8 and FreeContact 9 as “low”. We consider the effective number of sequences (Nf) in the corresponding 

multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and length of the target as criteria when selecting the number of contacts from 

each of these categories. Here, 𝑁𝑓  is defined by  

𝑁𝑓 =  
1

√𝐿
 ∑

1

1 + ∑ 𝐼[𝑆𝑖𝑗  ≥ 𝑠]𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞
𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖

𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑞

𝑖=1

                                                        (𝑆1) 

where L is the length of the protein and nseq is the total number of sequences in an MSA. 𝑆𝑖𝑗  is the sequence identity 

between sequence i and sequence j in an MSA, and s=0.80 is the sequence identity cut-off . I[ ] is the Iverson 

bracket, i.e 𝐼[𝑆𝑖𝑗  ≥ 𝑠]=1 if 𝑆𝑖𝑗  ≥ 𝑠, and 0 otherwise. 

For instance, at least the top L, L/2, L/4.5 and L/7.5 contacts are selected from the different confidence score 

categories, regardless of the length of the target, when Nf <50. On the other hand, if Nf is ≥50 and the length of the 

target is <120, at least the top L/2, L/3, L/5.5 and L/8.5 contacts are selected from these categories. The rational for 

selecting fewer contacts for the latter condition is twofold: i) small-sized proteins usually have less contacts, and ii) 

the contact prediction accuracy increases with an increase in the Nf value, as shown in Figs S18A and S18B, and 

hence fewer high-resolution contacts are necessary as restraints to produce successfully folded models. On the other 

hand, although the contact prediction accuracy is usually low at relatively lower Nf values, often the predicted 

contacts are very near to the true contacts. As a result, selecting more contacts in the former condition may capture 

the overall 3D contact network and possibly be helpful in modeling, since other energy potential terms help to 

eliminate the wrong contacts anyway as demonstrated in Fig. 4. Finally, when the length of the target is >=120 with 

Nf >50, more contacts are needed so that the restraints from the contacts can be imposed throughout the sequence. 

Therefore, at least the top L/1.25, L/2.25, L/4.75 and L/7.75 contacts are selected from the different categories. Table 

S16 summarizes the number of contacts selected from the different categories that were obtained based on several 

trials of training using the training proteins.  

 

Text S2. Confidence score cut-offs for each contact predictor when selecting contacts 

In addition to the above mentioned criteria, we also consider an accuracy threshold for each predictor, where 

contacts with accuracies greater than the threshold are selected from each of the predictors. However, it is not 

possible to know the accuracy of predicted contacts without prior knowledge of the corresponding native structure. 

One solution to estimate the accuracy of predicted contacts is based on the confidence score of contacts between 

residue pairs, since the confidence score has a strong correlation with the accuracy of the contacts, as shown in Fig. 

S4. However, due to the variation of scoring schemes in different contact predictors, the correlation is often not 

linear. Therefore, we choose different confidence score cut-offs for different predictors that correspond to at least a 

contact accuracy of 0.5, as shown with a dashed line in Fig. S4 for long-range contacts. The confidence cut-offs 

corresponding to an accuracy of 0.5 are summarized in Table S1 for different range contacts. The consideration of 

the 0.5 accuracy cut-off is primarily due to a strong linear correlation between the contact accuracy of the final 

models and the TM-scores of the models from C-QUARK, as shown in Fig. S19, where the PCCs are 0.904 and 

0.877 for all- and long-range contacts, respectively. Such strong correlations indicate that selection of predicted 

contacts with an accuracy of at least 0.5 and the subsequent satisfaction of these contacts may lead to the generation 

of models with TM-scores 10 of at least 0.5, which is an indication of obtaining a similar fold as the native 11. All 

the confidence cut-offs were determined based on the 243 training proteins (Dataset S1 in SI), which are non-

homologous (with <30% sequence identity) to the 247 test proteins discussed in this work. 
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Text S3. C-QUARK force field used to guide the REMC simulations 

In order to guide its REMC simulations, C-QUARK uses the following force field that calculates the total 

energy of a conformation by summing up 12 energy terms12: 

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 𝑤1𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑚 + 𝑤2𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑠 + 𝑤3𝐸𝑒𝑣 + 𝑤4𝐸ℎ𝑏 + 𝑤5𝐸𝑠𝑎 + 𝑤6𝐸𝑑ℎ + 𝑤7𝐸𝑑𝑝 + 𝑤8𝐸𝑟𝑔 + 𝑤9𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑏 + 𝑤10𝐸ℎ𝑝 +

𝑤11𝐸𝑐𝛼 + 𝑤12𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛          (S2) 

Here, the terms account for the backbone atomic pairwise potential (𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑚), side-chain center pairwise potential 

(𝐸𝑝𝑟𝑠), excluded volume (𝐸𝑒𝑣), hydrogen bonding (𝐸ℎ𝑏), solvent accessibility (𝐸𝑠𝑎), backbone torsion angles (𝐸𝑑ℎ), 

fragment-based distance profiles (𝐸𝑑𝑝), radius of gyration (𝐸𝑟𝑔), strand-helix-strand packing (𝐸𝑏𝑎𝑏), helix packing 

(𝐸ℎ𝑝), distance between adjacent Cα atoms (𝐸𝑐𝛼), and the contact potential (𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛). While the first ten terms are used 

in both QUARK and C-QUARK, the final term, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛, is unique to the C-QUARK force field and accounts for the 

contact restraints from the predicted contacts (see Eq. 1 and Fig. S17). In addition to the contact potential term, the 

11th energy term, which factors in the distance between adjacent Cα atoms (𝐸𝑐𝛼), is also a newly added term and 

takes the following form: 

𝐸𝑐𝛼 = ∑ 𝐼[𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1 > 4](𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1 − 4)
2𝐿−1

𝑖=1      (S3) 

where 𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1 is the Cα-Cα distance between residues i and i+1, and I[ ] is the Iverson bracket, i.e., 𝐼[𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1 > 4]=1 

if 𝑑𝑖,𝑖+1 > 4, and 0 otherwise. This term is designed to penalize backbone breaks between adjacent residue pairs 

with Cα-Cα distances > 4Å, which can occur after fragment movements. All the weighting parameters in C-QUARK 

were re-tuned on the training protein set listed in Dataset S1, to appropriately balance the inherent force field with 

the contact restraints by maximizing the TM-score of the predicted models. As a result, most of the weighting 

parameters in 𝑤1−10 are similar to what was used in QUARK12 despite the use of different training proteins, 

showing the robustness of the QUARK force field. It is interesting that the weight (𝑤7) of the distance-profile 

energy term increased from 0.60 to 3.00 in the C-QUARK force field to enlarge the effect of filtering out false 

positive contacts. The last parameter 𝑤12 is equal to 0.426 when Nf >50, and 0.355 otherwise. 

 

Text S4. Well depth in the contact potential 

The depth of the energy potential, 𝑈𝑖𝑗 , between residue pair i and j in the 3G contact potential is calculated as: 

𝑈𝑖𝑗 = ∑ [2.5 ∗ (1 + ((𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗)
𝑚

− (𝐶0.5
𝑅 )

𝑚
))] 

10

𝑚=1

 

    (S4) 

where m is the number of contact predictors, (𝐶𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑗)
𝑚

is the confidence score of the predicted contact between 

residue pair i and j by the mth predictor, and (𝐶0.5
𝑅 )

𝑚
 is the confidence score cut-off listed in Table S17, which 

corresponds to an average accuracy =0.5 for the mth predictor at R ranges (short, medium and long) based on the 

training proteins.  
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SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES 

 
Table S1: Average accuracies of all-range and long-range predicted contacts used in the C-QUARK simulations for 

alpha, beta and alpha-beta proteins. Additionally, the TM-score and success rate comparison between C-QUARK 

and QUARK on these proteins is presented, where the first models produced by the programs are considered for 

the comparison. The values in the parentheses of the fifth column show the p-values from one-sided Student’s t-

tests, indicating the significance of the TM-score comparison with respect to C-QUARK. The values in the 

parentheses of the sixth and seventh columns represent the percentage of the cases where the models obtained 

similar folds as the corresponding native structures. 

 
Protein type Contact prediction 

accuracy 

 Average TM-score Number of cases with TM-score≥0.5 

 All-range Long-range  C-QUARK QUARK C-QUARK QUARK 

Alpha (64) 0.398 0.377  0.636 0.502 (2.64 × 10−10) 52 (81%) 27 (42%) 

Beta (67) 0.552 0.497  0.539  0.374 (2.84 × 10−13) 42 (63%) 15 (22%) 

Alpha-beta (116) 0.548 0.520  0.629 0.408 (1.65 × 10−32) 92 (79%) 29 (25%) 

 

Table S2: Average accuracies of the different ranges of predicted contacts used in the C-QUARK simulations. 

Additionally, the accuracies of the contacts derived from the first models of C-QUARK and QUARK are presented. 

The values in the parentheses show the p-values from one-sided Student’s t-tests with respect to the predicted 

contacts used by C-QUARK. 

 
Contact type Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 
Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 
Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 
All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 
Predicted contacts used 

in C-QUARK 
0.532 0.505 0.477 0.502 

Contacts in C-QUARK 

models 
0.551 (1. 21 × 10−2) 0.537 (1.00 × 10−4) 0.482 (3.61 × 10−2) 0.516 (2. 11 × 10−2) 

Contacts in QUARK 

models 
0.411 (4.42 × 10−12) 0.387 (1.47 × 10−15) 0.247 (1.46 × 10−37) 0.335 (1.16 × 10−30) 

 
 

Table S3: Average satisfaction rates of different ranges of contacts in the first models generated by C-QUARK and 

QUARK based on the test set. The values in the parentheses represent the p-values calculated by one-sided Student’s 

t-tests. The definition of contact satisfaction rate is discussed in Fig. S5.  

 
Method Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 

Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 

Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 

All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 

C-QUARK 0.564 0.551 0.509 0.537 

QUARK 0.503 (1.18 × 10−18) 0.406 (3.09 × 10−44) 0.208 (9.03 × 10−74) 0.322 (2.01 × 10−74) 
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Table S4: Average TM-scores and GDT_TS scores (Global Distance Test Total Score) for the first models generated 

by C-QUARK, C-QUARK without the distance profile energy term, and C-QUARK without fragment-based 

optimization on the test set. The values in the parentheses of the second and third columns represent the p-values 

calculated by one-sided Student’s t-tests. The values in parentheses in the fourth column represent the percentage 

of cases where the models obtained the same fold as the native. As per the CASP evaluation measurement, GDT_TS 

is calculated by GDT_TS = (GDT_P1 + GDT_P2 + GDT_P4 + GDT_P8)/4, where GDT_Pn denotes the percent of 

residues under the distance cut-off ≤ n Å. 

 

Method Average TM-score Average GDT_TS Number of cases with TM-score≥0.5 

C-QUARK 0.606 53.90 186 (75%) 

C-QUARK (no distance profile term) 0.593 (4.16 × 10−4) 52.51 (1.70 × 10−5) 184 (74%) 

C-QUARK (no fragments) 0.553 (1.59 × 10−30) 48.41 (2.79 × 10−33) 162 (66%) 

 
Table S5: Average TM-scores, GDT_TS scores and RMSDs for the first models generated by C-QUARK, QUARK, 

CNS and DConStruct on the test set. The values in the parentheses of the second, third and fourth columns represent 

the p-values calculated by one-sided Student’s t-tests. Additionally, the values in parentheses of the fifth column 

represent the percentage of the cases where the models obtained similar folds as the corresponding native structures.  

 
Method TM-score GDT_TS RMSD Number of cases with TM-score≥0.5 

C-QUARK 0.606 53.90 6.94 186 (75%) 

QUARK 0.423 (6.80 × 10−51) 38.69 (2.08 × 10−36) 12.14 (1.8 × 10−29) 71 (29%) 

CNS 0.530 (3.51 × 10−20) 46.51 (6.00 × 10−23) 8.47 (8.12 × 10−15) 143 (58%) 

DConStruct 0.524 (1.76 × 10−25) 45.37 (5.62 × 10−28) 8.18 (3.11 × 10−12) 146 (59%) 

 
Table S6: Average TM-scores, GDT_TS scores and RMSDs for the first models generated by C-QUARK, QUARK, 

CNS and DConStruct on the 59 targets of the test set with low contact-map prediction accuracy. The values in the 

parentheses of the second, third and fourth columns represent the p-values calculated by one-sided Student’s t-tests. 

Additionally, the values in parentheses of the fifth column represent the percentage of the cases where the models 

obtained similar folds as the corresponding native structures.  

 
Method TM-score GDT_TS RMSD Number of cases with TM-score≥0.5 

C-QUARK 0.428  39.98 10.21  24 (41%) 

QUARK 0.348 (1.36 × 10−6) 33.37 (6.53 × 10−6) 14.15 (1.13 × 10−6) 7 (12%) 

CNS 0.324 (1.52 × 10−9) 30.25 (1.66 × 10−9) 12.65 (4.06 × 10−7) 4 (7%) 

DConStruct 0.326 (3.02 × 10−9) 30.14 (3.46 × 10−9) 12.16 (6.59 × 10−5) 4 (7%) 
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Table S7: Average TM-scores, GDT_TS scores and RMSDs for the first models generated by C-QUARK, QUARK, 

CNS, DConStruct and trRosetta on the 57 targets of the test set without redundancy to the trRosetta training set and 

all training sets of the contact predictors used by C-QUARK. Here, trRosetta used only the contact restraints, i.e., 

distances where the peak of the predicted distance distribution was lower than 8Å or the sum of probabilities below 

8Å was greater than 0.5, to provide a fair comparison with C-QUARK. The values in the parentheses of the second, 

third and fourth columns represent the p-values based on one-sided Student’s t-tests. Additionally, the values in 

parentheses of the fifth column represent the percentage of the cases where the models obtained similar folds as the 

corresponding native structures.  

 

Method TM-score GDT_TS RMSD Number of cases with TM-score≥0.5 

C-QUARK 0.525  48.19  8.64  30 (53%) 

QUARK 0.418 (8.63 × 10−7) 39.19 (3.84 × 10−6) 13.09 (6.28 × 10−7) 17 (30%) 

CNS 0.440 (2.61 × 10−9) 39.70 (4.34 × 10−9) 10.48 (2.70 × 10−6) 21 (37%) 

DConStruct 0.438 (3.64 × 10−9) 39.07 (2.38 × 10−9) 9.95 (6.83 × 10−4) 21 (37%) 

trRosetta (contact) 0.463 (3.96 × 10−2) 42.31 (5.43 × 10−2) 10.47 (4.91 × 10−3) 20 (35%) 
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Table S8: The average TM-scores and GDT_TS scores of the first models by C-QUARK on the CASP targets in 

comparison to the top five servers on FM, FM/TBM and TBM-hard targets in CASP13. The values in the 

parentheses are the p-values calculated by one-sided Student’s t-tests between C-QUARK and the other control 

programs. We did not show ‘Zhang-Server’ in CASP13 because it used C-QUARK models as the starting models 

for FM targets. 

 
Target type Methods Average TM-score Average GDT_TS 

All 

(64 targets) 

C-QUARK (participated as “QUARK”) 0.588 52.09 

RaptorX-DeepModeller 0.558 (2.24 × 10−2) 49.38 (1.89 × 10−2) 

RaptorX-Contact 0.531 (3.31 × 10−4) 46.56 (8.90 × 10−5) 

RaptorX-TBM 0.521 (1.94 × 10−6) 45.92 (2.99 × 10−6) 

BAKER-ROSETTASERVER 0.513 (2.47 × 10−4) 45.76 (6.86 × 10−4) 

Zhou-SPOT-3D 0.447 (1.15 × 10−9) 38.77 (7.61 × 10−10) 

TBM-hard 

(21 targets) 

C-QUARK (participated as “QUARK”) 0.720 61.03 

RaptorX-DeepModeller 0.682 (7.35 × 10−2) 58.04 (3.58 × 10−2) 

RaptorX-Contact 0.613 (5.88 × 10−4) 50.97 (3.60 × 10−4) 

RaptorX-TBM 0.686 (8.39 × 10−2) 58.11 (3.55 × 10−2) 

BAKER-ROSETTASERVER 0.644 (1.96 × 10−1) 54.69 (2.47 × 10−1) 

Zhou-SPOT-3D 0.576 (3.04 × 10−4) 46.40 (1.09 × 10−3) 

FM/TBM 

(12 targets) 

C-QUARK (participated as “QUARK”) 0.598 58.94 

RaptorX-DeepModeller 0.572 (3.39 × 10−1) 56.45 (1.79 × 10−1) 

RaptorX-Contact 0.525 (4.47 × 10−2) 51.54 (1.78 × 10−2) 

RaptorX-TBM 0.538 (1.05 × 10−2) 53.21 (2.89 × 10−2) 

BAKER-ROSETTASERVER 0.609 (6.54 × 10−1) 60.58 (7.01 × 10−1) 

Zhou-SPOT-3D 0.489 (3.36 × 10−2) 48.91 (2.88 × 10−2) 

FM 

(31 targets) 

C-QUARK (participated as “QUARK”) 0.495 43.38 

RaptorX-DeepModeller 0.468 (1.32 × 10−1) 40.79 (9.62 × 10−2) 

RaptorX-Contact 0.477 (1.60 × 10−1) 41.64 (1.51 × 10−1) 

RaptorX-TBM 0.402 (1.23 × 10−4) 34.84 (1.24 × 10−4) 

BAKER-ROSETTASERVER 0.388 (5.92 × 10−5) 33.98 (8.85 × 10−5) 

Zhou-SPOT-3D 0.343 (7.87 × 10−8) 29.68 (1.07 × 10−7) 
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Table S9: The average TM-scores and GDT_TS scores of the first models produced by C-QUARK, AlphaFold and 

trRosetta on the CASP13 targets in the FM, FM/TBM and TBM-hard categories. The values in the parentheses are 

the p-values calculated by one-sided Student’s t-tests between C-QUARK and the other control programs.  

 
Target type Methods Average TM-score Average GDT_TS 

All 

(64 targets) 

C-QUARK 0.588 52.09 

AlphaFold 0.648 (1.00 × 10+0) 58.43 (1.00 × 10+0) 

trRosetta 0.619 (9.99 × 10−1) 55.34 (9.97 × 10−1) 

TBM-hard 

(21 targets)  

C-QUARK 0.720 61.03 

AlphaFold 0.710 (5.41 × 10−1) 61.80 (5.90 × 10−1) 

trRosetta 0.680 (1.92 × 10−1) 57.93 (1.64 × 10−1) 

FM/TBM 

(12 targets) 

C-QUARK 0.598 58.94 

AlphaFold 0.695 (9.98 × 10−1) 68.22 (9.89 × 10−1) 

trRosetta 0.622 (7.50 × 10−1) 61.56 (8.03 × 10−1) 

FM 

(31 targets) 

C-QUARK 0.495 43.38 

AlphaFold 0.589 (1.00 × 10+0) 52.35 (1.00 × 10+0) 

trRosetta 0.577 (1.00 × 10+0) 51.17 (1.00 × 10+0) 
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Table S10: Performance of C-QUARK on 21 CASP13 multi-domain proteins. The “Target” column is the name of 

each target. The second and third columns are the number of domains and the domain boundaries given by the 

CASP13 assessors for each target. The fourth column shows the TM-score of the C-QUARK first models for the 

full-length targets, and the fifth column shows the TM-scores of the C-QUARK first model for each individual 

domain of the targets. The last column is the average TM-score of the individual domains for each target. 

Target 
No. of 

domains 
domain 

TM-score of full-length 

model 
TM-scores of domain models 

Average TM-score 

of domain models 

T0953s2 3 
2-45;46-151,229-249; 

152-228; 
0.459 

0.361,0.465, 

0.286 
0.371 

T0957s1 2 2-37,92-163;38-91; 0.385 0.397,0.378 0.388 

T0960 5 

11-42;43-126; 

127-215;216-279; 

280-384; 

0.289 

0.158,0.437, 

0.765,0.236, 

0.714 

0.462 

T0963 5 

9-39;40-121; 

122-214;215-278; 

279-372; 

0.251 

0.160,0.459, 

0.773,0.250, 

0.786 

0.486 

T0976 2 9-128;129-252; 0.703 0.839,0.830 0.835 

T0977 2 59-359;360-563; 0.630 0.899,0.777 0.838 

T0981 5 

34-119;120-190,394-402; 

191-393;403-513; 

514-640; 

0.317 

0.535,0.251, 

0.669,0.591, 

0.640 

0.537 

T0982 2 11-145;146-277; 0.484 0.867,0.590 0.729 

T0984 2 39-406,565-700;417-563; 0.863 0.875,0.789 0.832 

T0987 2 11-195;196-402; 0.380 0.581,0.438 0.510 

T0989 2 1-134;135-246; 0.364 0.477,0.313 0.395 

T0990 3 
1-76;77-134,348-520; 

135-347; 
0.241 

0.577,0.371, 

0.223 
0.390 

T0996 6 

17-123;124-250; 

251-350;351-483; 

484-604;605-708; 

0.350 

0.779,0.820, 

0.816,0.750, 

0.737,0.865 

0.795 

T0999 5 

15-400;401-853; 

866-1045;1046-1289; 

1290-1577; 

0.429 

0.986,0.769, 

0.792,0.964, 

0.890 

0.880 

T1000 2 10-92;93-523; 0.711 0.9480,0.851 0.900 

T1002 3 
1-59;60-118; 

127-270; 
0.469 

0.782,0.802, 

0.777 
0.787 

T1004 3 
66-151;152-228; 

229-458; 
0.558 

0.793,0.673, 

0.926 
0.797 

T1011 2 55-268,433-520;271-430; 0.580 0.792,0.874 0.833 

T1014 2 1-159;160-276; 0.528 0.897,0.800 0.849 

T1021s3 2 4-181;195-295; 0.426 0.636,0.452 0.544 

T1022s1 2 2-157;158-224; 0.435 0.555,0.632 0.594 
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Table S11: Top L contact prediction accuracy for different predictors and consensus from the predictors at different 

ranges based on the test proteins listed in Dataset S2, where L is the length of the proteins. The predictors are 

categorized based on the long-range accuracy. Here, accuracies are defined as 𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, where TP and FP are 

true and false positive predictions among the top L predictions. 

 

Category Predictors 
Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 

Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 

Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 

All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 

Very high 

ResPRE 0.286 0.357 0.538 0.724 

NeBcon 0.283 0.356 0.539 0.666 

DeepPLM 0.282 0.347 0.518 0.696 

High 

DNCON2 0.283 0.344 0.494 0.680 

Deepcontact 0.258 0.333 0.475 0.642 

DeepCov 0269 0.324 0.457 0.643 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 0267 0.311 0.424 0.600 

Low 

GREMLIN 0.171 0.204 0.291 0.395 

CCMpred 0.171 0.205 0.290 0.394 

FreeContact 0.144 0.172 0.254 0.336 

 Combined 0.532 0.510 0.561 0.722 

 
Table S12: Top L/2 contact prediction accuracy for different predictors and consensus from the predictors at 

different ranges based on the test proteins listed in Dataset S2, where L is the length of the proteins. The predictors 

are categorized based on the long-range accuracy. Here, accuracies are defined as 𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, where TP and FP 

are true and false positive predictions among the top L/2 predictions. 

 

Category Predictors 
Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 

Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 

Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 

All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 

Very high 

ResPRE 0.493 0.552 0.685 0.828 

NeBcon 0.485 0.549 0.674 0.766 

DeepPLM 0.478 0.533 0.660 0.797 

High 

DNCON2 0.477 0.520 0.635 0.789 

Deepcontact 0.416 0.504 0.617 0.755 

DeepCov 0.446 0.489 0.602 0.758 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 0.421 0.465 0.552 0.704 

Low 

Gremlin 0.230 0.274 0.404 0.499 

CCMpred 0.230 0.277 0.402 0.498 

FreeContact 0.209 0.257 0.346 0.419 

 Combined 0.558 0.581 0.692 0.824 
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Table S13: Top L contact prediction accuracy for different predictors at different ranges based on the training 

proteins listed in Dataset S1, where L is the length of the proteins. The predictors are categorized based on the long-

range accuracy. Here, accuracies are defined as 𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, where TP and FP are true and false positive 

predictions among the top L predictions. 

 
Category Predictors Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 

Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 

Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 

All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 

Very high 

ResPRE 0.291 0.360 0.578 0.764 

NeBcon 0.285 0.355 0.575 0.697 

DeepPLM 0.285 0.369 0.550 0.740 

High 

DNCON2 0.286 0.341 0.522 0.702 

Deepcontact 0.267 0.342 0.499 0.671 

DeepCov 0.275 0.334 0.474 0.675 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 0265 0.320 0.443 0.627 

Low 

GREMLIN 0.171 0.199 0.294 0.407 

CCMpred 0.174 0.203 0.301 0.415 

FreeContact 0.148 0.178 0.267 0.348 

 
Table S14: Top L/2 contact prediction accuracy for different predictors at different ranges based on the training 

proteins listed in Dataset S1, where L is the length of the proteins. The predictors are categorized based on the long-

range accuracy. Here, accuracies are defined as 𝐴𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃
, where TP and FP are true and false positive 

predictions among the top L/2 predictions. 

 
Category Predictors Short-range 

(6≤|i-j|<12) 

Medium-range 

(12≤|i-j|<24) 

Long-range 

(|i-j|≥24) 

All-range 

(|i-j|≥6) 

Very high 

ResPRE 0.504 0.566 0.732 0.865 

NeBcon 0.491 0.556 0.716 0.798 

DeepPLM 0.489 0.564 0.703 0.842 

High 

DNCON2 0.485 0.530 0.667 0.809 

Deepcontact 0.433 0.519 0.646 0.782 

DeepCov 0.460 0.511 0.626 0.792 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 0.430 0.483 0.575 0.739 

Low 

Gremlin 0.233 0.286 0.417 0.527 

CCMpred 0.238 0.294 0.424 0.538 

FreeContact 0.213 0.262 0.366 0.441 

 
Table S15: Selection of width of the first well (db) in the contact potential at various lengths (L) of proteins based 

on the 243 training proteins (Dataset S1).  

 
 L<100 L>=100 & L<120 L >= 120 & L<200 L>200 

Start of 1st well 8 8 8 8 

Width of 1st well, db 6 8 10 12 

End of 1st & start of 2nd well, D=(8+db) 14 16 18 20 

Width of 2nd well, (80-D) 66 64 62 60 
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Table S16: Selection of the least number of contacts as restraints in the folding simulations from different contact 

predictors at various lengths (L), and effective number of sequences (Nf) available in the multiple sequence 

alignments (MSAs). The definition of Nf is discussed in Text S1. 

 
Category Predictors Nf  <50 Nf  ≥ 50 & L<120 Nf  ≥ 50 & L≥120 

Very high 

ResPRE L L/2 L/1.25 

NeBcon L L/2 L/1.25 

DeepPLM L L/2 L/1.25 

High 

DNCON2 L/2 L/3 L/2.25 

Deepcontact L/2 L/3 L/2.25 

DeepCov L/2 L/3 L/2.25 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 L/4.5 L/5.5 L/4.75 

Low 

GREMLIN L/7.5 L/5.5 L/7.75 

CCMpred L/7.5 L/5.5 L/7.75 

FreeContact L/7.5 L/5.5 L/7.75 

 
Table S17: Confidence score cut-offs of different contact predictors that correspond to an accuracy of 0.5 based on 

the 243 training proteins (Dataset S1). Definition of the accuracy at different confidence score is discussed in Fig. 

S4. 

 
Category Predictors All-range Short-range Medium-range Long-rangee 

Very high 

ResPRE 0.626 0.607 0.581 0.654 

NeBcon 0.801 0.483 0.626 0.849 

DeepPLM 0.965 0.962 0.959 0.968 

High 

DNCON2 0.474 0.482 0.484 0.457 

Deepcontact 0.983 0.977 0.983 0.987 

DeepCov 0.571 0.551 0.546 0.592 

Medium MetaPSICOV2 0.606 0.588 0.638 0.597 

Low 

GREMLIN 0.681 0.753 0.678 0.656 

CCMpred 0.676 0.769 0.666 0.644 

FreeContact 0.844 0.921 0.756 0.819 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 
Figure S1: RMSD comparison between the first models produced by C-QUARK and QUARK based on the 247 

test proteins. Points above the diagonal line indicate models with better quality produced by C-QUARK than 

QUARK, and vice versa. 
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Figure S2: A scatter plot illustrating the TM-scores of the models produced by C-QUARK and QUARK for all 

the proteins at different lengths. 
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Figure S3: Accuracy of the predicted (A) all-range and (C) long-range contacts used in C-QUARK versus accuracy 

of the all-range and long-range contacts in the first models of C-QUARK, respectively. Accuracy of the predicted 

(B) all-range and (D) long-range contacts versus TM-scores of the first C-QUARK models. The horizontal dashed 

lines indicate the TM-score cut-off of 0.5, beyond which models are considered to obtain similar folds as the 

corresponding native structures. The vertical dashed lines indicate the contact prediction accuracy of 0.30, which is 

very low. Out of 38 targets in the test set that have all-range prediction accuracy < 0.30, C-QUARK generated 

models with TM-score>=0.5 for 14 of them (i.e. 37% of the cases).   
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Figure S4: Confidence scores vs. corresponding long-range accuracies for each contact predictor. Here, we split the 

confidence score into 100 bins, where the bin width is 0.01. The accuracy for each bin of the confidence score 

(cscorei) is calculated using the following equation: 

𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 (𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖) =  
𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖)
 

Here, 𝑁𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒(𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖)= number of true predicted contacts in the ith bin of cscore, and 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑐𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑖) = total 

number of predicted contacts in the ith bin of cscore. The dashed line corresponds to an accuracy of 0.5. 
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Figure S5: (A) Accuracy of the predicted contacts used in C-QUARK versus satisfaction rate of these contacts in 

the first models is shown. Here, the accuracy is based on long-range contacts. The PCC is 0.796 for the long-range 

contacts, indicating strong correlation between contact satisfaction and the accuracy of the contacts. While plots are 

not shown here, the PCCs for short-, medium- and all-ranges are 0.847, 0.798 and 0.842, respectively. (B) 

Dependence of satisfaction rates of different ranges of contacts in the first models on the number of predicted 

contacts used in the C-QUARK simulations. Contact satisfaction rate (M) for different ranges (R) is calculated using 

the following equation: 

𝑀(𝑅) =  
𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  (𝑅)

𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  (𝑅)
 

Here, 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  (𝑅)= Total number of R-range contacts used during the C-QUARK simulations, and 𝑁𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑  (𝑅)= 

Total number of R-range contacts satisfied in the final models, where R refers to short-, medium-, long- and all-

range.  
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Figure S6: Effect of satisfaction rate of (A) all-range and (B) long-rage contacts on the TM-score of the first C-

QUARK model. The PCCs are 0.665 and 0.672, respectively, for all- and long-range contacts. 
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Figure S7: A representative case, 1jiwI, to demonstrate the increase in the contact satisfaction rate as the simulation 

cycles progress during a representative replica from the folding simulations. Satisfaction rates of (A) all contacts 

and (B) top 1.5L contacts used during the C-QUARK simulations are shown, where satisfaction rates are higher for 

the latter case. (C) Satisfaction rate of the top 1.5L predicted contacts in the QUARK simulation, where the 

satisfaction rate of contacts, particularly long-range contacts, is significantly lower compared to that of C-QUARK 

due to the lack of contact restraints and a contact potential in QUARK. (D) TM-score comparison of the decoys 

produced during the representative replica of the C-QUARK and QUARK simulations as the cycles progress. The 

increase in TM-score as the number of cycles increases is partly due to the satisfaction of predicted contacts in C-

QUARK. 
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Figure S8: A similar representative case as Fig. S7 from 1jiwI, which illustrates how contact restraints help bring 

the contacting residues close to each other in 3D space as the folding simulations progress. (A), (B) and (C) represent 

the structure of the native, and decoys at an initial stage and at the final stage, respectively. (D) The contact-maps 

derived from the structures of the native protein (grey circle), and the decoys at the initial stage (blue circle in upper 

left triangle), and at the final stage (blue circle in lower right triangle). Additionally, the red circles in the left 

triangles represent the predicted contacts used as restraints in the C-QUARK simulations. All structures are colored 

in spectrum, with blue to red indicating the N- to C- terminal regions. BN and BC represent the beta-strands at the 

N- and C-termini, respectively. BN and BC are ~13.5 Å apart from each other after the first cycle of the simulation, 

as shown in (B), while these should be in contact (~4.4 Å) as evident from the native structure and in the contact-

maps in (D) (highlighted with a rectangle in the upper left triangle). Restraints from the predicted contacts between 

the beta-strands help to bring these beta-strands close to each other at a distance of ~4.5 Å after 500 cycles, as shown 

in (C) and highlighted with a rectangle in the lower triangle of (D). 
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Figure S9: TM-score comparison between the first models produced by C-QUARK and CNS (A), and C-QUARK 

and DConStruct (B) for the 247 test proteins. TM-score comparison between the first models produced by C-

QUARK and QUARK (C) for the 59 test proteins with low accuracy contact-map prediction. TM-score comparison 

between the first of C-QUARK and trRosetta (D) for 57 test proteins without redundancy to training sets of trRosetta 

and all contact predictors used in C-QUARK. The dashed lines indicate the TM-score cut-off of 0.5, beyond which 

models are considered to obtain similar folds as the corresponding native structures. Points above the diagonal line 

indicate models with better quality by C-QUARK than the control methods, and vice versa.  
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Figure S10: Accuracy of long-range and medium-range predicted contacts used in C-QUARK versus Nf for the 

cases that were not folded by C-QUARK. The majority of the proteins were not folded due to low contact prediction 

accuracy. However, four targets: 1fasA, 2vxsA, 3nikA and 4h4nA, as highlighted in the plot, have reasonable 

accuracies (>0.4) for the medium- and long-range predicted contacts, but are still not foldable by C-QUARK due 

to incorrect secondary structure prediction, and lack of predicted contacts in loop/coil regions, as demonstrated in 

the main text and Fig. S11. 
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Figure S11: Example cases that are not folded by C-QUARK although the long-range and medium-range contact 

prediction accuracy for these proteins are reasonable (>0.4). (A), (B), (C) show the structures of native (red) and 

best in top five C-QUARK models (blue) for 1fasA, 3nikA and 4h4nA, respectively. (D), (E) and (F) represent the 

corresponding contact-maps of these proteins, respectively, for the native structure (grey circles), C-QUARK model 

(blue) and predicted (red) by the contact predictors. Here, contact-maps in the upper left triangles are similar to that 

in the lower right triangles in each contact plot. There is a mis-classification of the secondary structure predictor at 

the positions of 14-16 in 1fasA, where the region is classified as a coil instead of a beta-strand, as highlighted with 

a dashed circle in (A). As a result, the region from first position to position 16 is modeled as a coil instead of a beta 

sheet, where the yellow region, as highlighted in (A) is modeled as a floppy coil instead of a regular beta strand. In 

3nikA, there is a lack of prediction of contacts in the coil region at the N-terminal, while there are supposed to be 

long range contacts between the residues at N- and that at C-terminal, as observed in the native structure and the 

corresponding contact-map, highlighted within dashed rectangle in (E). Consequently, the coil region at the N-

terminal is not correctly modeled by the C-QUARK model, as highlighted with a dashed circle in (B). In the 4h4nA, 

while the regions at 27-35 and 51-58 are supposed to be beta-strands, the secondary structure predictor predicted 

these regions as helices. As a result, C-QUARK generates those models as helices, as shown in in (C).  
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Figure S12: Case study for T0980s1-D1. (A) Superimposed structure of the C-QUARK first model (blue) on the 

native structure (red) of the FM target, T0980s1-D1, released in CASP13. The TM-score of the model is 0.540, 

indicating the model has a similar fold as the native. (B) The contact-maps extracted from the native structure (grey 

circle) and C-QUARK model (blue circles in the lower right triangle), and predicted contacts (red circles in upper 

left triangle) are shown. The rectangles in (B) highlight the falsely predicted contacts, which are not satisfied in the 

model due to other energy terms used during the C-QUARK simulations. 
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Figure S13: Dependence of C-QUARK run time on protein length. Dependence of the REMC simulation run time 

by C-QUARK and the length of the proteins from the test set. The simulations were terminated after 50 hours. The 

dashed line indicates the length (~230AA) beyond which the simulations were terminated and hence 500 cycles 

were not completed.  
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Figure S14: Boxplot and distribution of TM-scores for the first models produced by C-QUARK on 21 CASP13 

multi-domain targets (yellow) and the corresponding 62 individual domains (purple). The 62 domains were 

generated from the 21 full-length multi-domain targets, where the domain boundaries were taken from the CASP 

official definitions. Here, all 21 multi-domain targets with solved experimental structures were selected for 

comparison, no specific target was removed from the CASP13 released target list. The horizontal axis indicates the 

counts of TM-scores and the vertical axis is TM-score of predicted models, where the “minimum”, “first quartile 

(Q1/25th Percentile)”, “median (Q2/50th Percentile)”, “third quartile (Q3/ 75th Percentile)”, and “maximum” of 

each boxplot are shown by bold red lines accordingly. 
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Figure S15: TM-score comparison of C-QUARK models produced based on contacts from all ten predictors and 

those from ResPRE, the contact predictor with the highest prediction accuracy, on 109 hard targets. The dashed 

lines indicate the TM-score cut-off of 0.50, beyond which models are considered to obtain similar folds as the 

corresponding native structures. 
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Figure S16: Eleven local movements in the C-QUARK REMC folding simulations. These movements can further 

be divided into three levels: residue level (M1–M4), segmental level (M5–M8), and topology level (M9–M11). 

Movements M1, M2, and M3 randomly change one bond length, bond angle, and torsion angle of a randomly 

selected residue. Movement M4 substitutes these three parameters in the selected residue by the clustered values 

for this residue which most frequently occur in the template fragments at the position. Movement M5 substitutes 

one fragment in the decoy by another one randomly selected from the position-specific fragment structures. 

Movement M6 first randomly changes the positions of the backbone atoms in a selected segment and then tries to 

restrict all the bond lengths and bond angles within the physically allowable region. Movement M7 rotates the 

backbone atoms of a randomly selected segment around the axis connecting the two ending Ca atoms. Movement 

M8 shifts the residue numbers in a segment forward or backward by one residue, which means the coordinates of 

each residue are copied from their preceding or following residue in the segment. In movement M9, one helix is 

moved closer to another one. In a similar way, one β-pair is formed in movement M10. Movement M11 tries to 

form a β-turn motif for every 4-mer segment along the query sequence. 
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Figure S17: A schematic of the contact potential, 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝑑𝑖𝑗), for a contacting residue pair i and j as defined in Eq. 

(1). Here, 𝑑𝑏 is the width of the first well, which was tuned based on the training proteins (Dataset S1), and 𝑈𝑖𝑗  is 

the depth of the energy potential that is proportional to the confidence score of the predicted contact between the 

residue pair i and j (Eq. S4). 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the 𝐶𝛽 distance between the residue pair. The units for all the distances are in Å. 
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Figure S18: Effect of Nf on the accuracy of predicted contacts and C-QUARK model. Effect of Nf on the accuracy 

of predicted (A) all-range and (B) long-range contacts used in C-QUARK, where i and j refer to residue pairs in 

contact. (C) Nf versus TM-score. The horizontal dashed line indicates the TM-score cut-off of 0.5 beyond which 

models are considered to obtain similar folds as the corresponding native structures. The vertical dashed line 

indicates the Nf of 15, which is low. Out of 48 targets in the test set that have Nf < 15, C-QUARK can generate 

models with TM-score>=0.5 for 18 of them (i.e. 38% of the cases), including 4yy2A and 5a1qA, as highlighted 

with arrows, which have Nf < 1.  
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Figure S19: Relationship between TM-score and the accuracy of contacts for modeling. Relationship between TM-

score and the accuracy of (A) all-range contacts and (B) long-range contacts for QUARK modeling. The PCCs are 

0.904 and 0.877, respectively. Similar strong correlations are also shown for C-QUARK models in (C) and (D), 

respectively, where the corresponding PCCs are 0.868 and 0.824.  
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